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Introduction

1.
The Seminar on preparation of the 1973 World Programme of Industrial Statistics
organized by the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) in co-operation with the ■
Headquarters Statistical Office, met at Addis Ababa, from 12 to-20 November 1973.
2.
The Seminar was convened for two main purposes: first, to examine the Recom
mendations for the 1973 World Programme adopted by the sixteenth session of the
United Nations Statistical Commission, and, secondly, to discuss the adaptation of
the international recommendations in the light of the conditions of African coun
tries.

3.
This report is divided into two parts.
Part I describes the organisation and
attendance of the Seminar and includes the agenda of the meeting*
Part II, presents
an account of proceedings and the conclusions reached by the participants-,

PART I

ORGANIZATION OF THE SEMINAR
Oj2£alHS. meeting,

4The opening meeting of the Seminar on preparation of the, 1973 World Programme
of Indusxrial Stah-i shir.s was held on 12 November 1973
at EGA
EGA Headquarters,
Headquarters, Addis
Addis
973 at
Ababa
dd
d b
i
Ababa, Ethiopia
Ethiopia. The oi
opening addroes
was read
by M
Mr. RK
R.K.A. Gardiner,
Executive
Secretary of I3CA.

Opening Address (Summary)

5After welcoming participants, Mr. Gardiner pointed out that the seminar vies
the fourth meeting on industrial statistics .organised by jJCA. Earlier discussions
had been concerned with the broader aspects of organizing systems of industrial
statistics whereas the current objective was to deal more specifically with the
collection of benchmark data.

6.

In his statement, Mr. Gardiner underlined ECA's interest in the meeting and

emphasized the importance attached to industrial expansion during the Second United
Nations Development Decade and the resulting need to obtain satisfactory results
from the 1973 Uorld Programme of Industrial Statistics7.
At the closing meeting, held, on 20 November, statements were made by the
Chairman Mr. Nzeza Zi Nkanga and Mr. W.L. Booker from the secretariat.
Attendance

8.

26 participants from the following countries attended the Seminar, Algeria,

Cameroon, Congo, Chad, Dahomey, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, I-Iadagascar, Mauritius,
Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo,

Tunisia, Uganda, Tanzania and Zaire.
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9»

Pour observers were sent by the United Nations,

tion (UNIDO), OCAM, the East African Community,
States of America.

.

Industrial Development Organiza

the United Kingdom and the United

.

Election of officers

10.-. Mr, Nseza Zi Nkanga (Zaire) was elected Chairman of the seminar and Mr. Hundlall Gungaram .(.Mauritius) was elected Vice-Chairman.
Agenda■
11.

At
,1.

.
its first

meeting the

Seminar adopted the

following Agenda:

Opening address

2.

Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman

3-

Adoption of the agenda

4»

Purpose and content of the 1973 World Programme of Industrial Statistics.

5.

Planning and preparation.of industiral censuses

6.

7.

a.

Advance planning

b.

Industrial directories

c. '

Preparation of questionnaires

d.

Training of field staff

e.

Enumeration methods

f.

Use

of

sample

surveys

.■

"Processing of results
a.

Data processing

b.

Publication

.

.

•

■

Adoption of the report'

PART II

■

.

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose and Content of the 1973 World Programme of industrial Statistics

12.

The Seminar based its discussions on this topic on the Recommendations for the.

1973 World Programme of Industrial Statistics,

Part I,

General Statistical Objec-*-

tives l/ which defines the principal statistical objectives of the World Programme
and outlines the character and content of the national inquiries to be carried out

'

Programme.

■

' l/ Statistical Papers, Series.M9 n
Salos n° E.71.XVII.13.

,

54 (Part i).

-

United Nations publications,

■
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13. At the outset of the discussions, the Seminar emphasized the need to consider
the programme proposed by the United Nations as the framework for an integrated
system of industrial statistics. The annual inquiry was to be the central inquiry
of the system, with the infrequent comprehensive inquiry at regular intervals being
an extended version of the annual inquiry, and the" quarterly and monthly inquiries
limited versions of the annual.

14. The Seminar agreed that the proposed inquiries under the World Programme would
have to be considered an integral part of national industrial inquiries. Countries
which had never previously conducted annual inquiries would be able to use the
1973 Programme as a first step in the development of the system of industrial
statistics. For ether countries there would be no need to make substantial changes
in the regular programmes of the annual industrial inquiries that would take place
using 1973 as the reference year. It was announced that 27 African countries had
already agreed to take part in the 1973 Programme•

15. A'further function of the 1973 World Programme was to guide and co-ordinate
national activity on industrial census taking in order to improve the international
comparability of the statistical information on industry. It was noted however,
that the Seminar should take account in its discussions of the difference between
national information requirements and those of the proposed World Programme.

16. The 1973 Programme had been designed as a programme of data compilation which
most countries of the African region could be expected to complete with a satisfac
tory degree of accuracy add comparability.
The Seoinar agreed that the over-ambi

tions inquiries which were common in the 1963 World Programme should be avoided
in the

rs

present programme

The Seminar considered the proposals in the Programme adequate, as regards

the scope of the inquiries,

i.e.,

establishments engaged primarily in mining,

manufacturing and the production of electricity, gas and water supply.
With re
ference to the coverage, the .Seminar agreed that it should be complete to "the
extent that from the establishments covered in the inquiry it should be possible
to prepare satisfactory estimates for the universe as a whole.
It was recognised
that sampling should be used to cover respondents below a certain cut-off point.

For international comparability the recommei.ded cut-off point is establishments

with a steff of 5 or more persons and the participants agreed that this limit was
also appropriate for most countries of the region.

18.
In this connexion, it was stressed that in developing countries, small
establishments, handicrafts and households may makr an important contribution
to certain industrial activities and that such units might be widely scattered
over a country's geographical area.
The collection of data from these establish
ments would often involve a fairly detailed operation using sampling.

19.
On the question of the recommended statistical unit, the participants" unanimous
ly agreed that the establishment was the most suitable statistical unit for the
inquiry, although admittedly, in the case of multi-establishment enterprises the
local unit (single location) would have to be used as a first approximation to the
establishment concept.
The Seminar considered practical ways of dealing with units
/

1

•

4

•
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erigaged'in ancillary -activities and concluded that these units when serving one
establishment, should "be. treated as an' integral -part of the main establishment, .
and when serving two or more establishments they constituted a central ancillary ..
unit -and should be' treated as' separate .establishments20n

•

With respect to the industrial classification to be used,

■

the participants

agreed that the .1968 version of the ISIC shou3d be used.
For countries not now
using the J3IC, '^le national classification should be convertible to the ISIC at _
its most detaile'd level.
It was .also "decided that for activities that do not
correspond to major divisions 2, 3 and 4 or ISIC but ere of some economic
importance'and closely related to manufacturing, for example, motor-vehicle re
pairing activities, the units engaged in such activities could be included in the
inquiry? but the results should be presented separately, so as not to affect over
all comparability.
It was also agreed that the recommendations :.-e£arding size, ■ ..
type of legal organisation and type of ownership were, in general, adequate for
African countries,
it was agreed that the headings under type of ownership

should-be expanded to include mixed (private and public) ownership in.,view of.the

rapidly growing--tendency towards this sort of organization in African countries,

21.

...

/mother of the problems discussed in relation to classification (activity,

.

size) waiv-thc'heed-for confidential treatment, of date, when publishing results .in ....
a very detailed classification where the number of establishment? in a particular
group'was'hot'sufficient to preclude disclosure.Participants recognized, that as
a" general rule groups would have to be combined for publication purposes... ,

22*

In-'its discussion of the content of the Programme,

.

the Seminal- agreed to con

sider first Sections 1 to 7 of document M54 Part I, then go,.on to section 6

.-

"Summary of activity" and then go on to sections 8"and 9 because of the differences

in coverage.: '

■

'

•

■

.-

■."■-,-■ -■■

'

,

.

23." Euriiig discussions on section 1 :lEmployment and earnings", participants e::- .
pressed their agreement with, the proposals contained in the Programme, Two of
the -items, however, ■ provoked a more detailed examination of the problems involved .
arid count: y-experience and requirements.
While recognizing the usefulness of .the.,
item "man-hours worked by operatives11 or its alternative ::man-days worked by
.
;.
operatives", which could be used for a number of purposes, participants agreed
that it was a -difficult concept to use i_i practice, mainly owing xo the fact that.
respondents lacked suitable records.
There was general agreement that the priority
for this item should be down-graded from one to tv/o for developing countries in
Africa* ■' The-other item which elicited a lengthy discussion was the need to dis-^-,__!
tingulsK-nationals and expatriates in the various headings under persons engaged

.

and wags? and salaries paid to employees.
It was finally decided that a general ._■
recommendation chbuiu1 r-£ nads and the distinction should Tw: included-in the., pro
gramme for African countries in which, this situation had special importance.

24;,' The Seminar considered that the proposals, ■ in particular the priorities
assigned-to "the'various' items, contained in Section 2 ;rGross output, its; compositioiv'and related items"- were generally acceptable. .However, there, was considerable
discussion, in relation to the item "Goods sold as received";- o:i tho.se establish
ments whichj 'in addition to" manufacturing activities, also import-.products, for,
.
resale.
J.t uas felt that where an establishment was both a manufacturer, and a
wholesaler, separate data should be obtained for the manufacturing operations.

/.14/610
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Where it was not possible to separate the accounts, a mixed firm should be in
cluded in the scope of manufacturing unless the value of goods sold as received
was more than twice the gross value of the~products manufactured.

25-

With respect to Section 3 "Input and related items'-', participants agreed, with

the proposals contained in the World Programme.

26.

Discussion on section 4 "Measures of value added" was confined to those items

27.

With respect to Section 5 "Changes in stocks", the Seminar agreed with the

that had no priority for developing countries. The Seminar considered that items
"Net indirect taxes", "Receipts and payment for non-industrial services'_ and -Con
sumption of fixed capital" should be given priority two for developing countries
in Africa as the information was not so difficult to collect.
proposals contained under this heading in the Programme.

In this connexion, a

proposal on whether quantities of selected finished products should also be separately distinguished was considered by the Seminar. It was mentioned'that the
level of inflation in 1973 in all African countries would throw up gams m the
stocks measured in value terms which would lead to an over-statement of:the-real
position. Participants agreed that the inclusion of this question in the Pro
gramme' would pose an additional burden to respondents and would complicate the
Programme. It was felt that it would be possible to use price indexes or other
means of correcting stocks to cover this inflationary aspect.

28. Discussion on Section 6 "Gross fixed capital formation" was confined to the
fact.that no priority had been given to the item "Gross additions to fixed assets"
in developing countries. The Seminar agreed that this item should be given
priority one. Mention was also made of some problems of definition, chiefly with

regard to the distinction between new and used fixed assetsf;-'but there was general
agreement that the International Recommendations offered adequate guidance in
this respect.

29
Section 7 "Capacity of power equipment" was approved as contained in document
M54 Part I. In particular, the Seminar noted that no priority had been given for

■developing countries and there was general agreement with this rating.
30.

The Seminar then turned its attention to Section 0 ^'Summary of activity-.

Having in mind that the items in this section, at least as regards establishments ■
with a staff of five or more persons, were.simply a summary of tne sections dis
cussed earlier, it approved the proposals without discussion. It noted, however,
that establishments with less than five persons engaged, which had to be included
in order to obtain the complete coverage recommended, posed certain difficulties.
It was agreed that a sample inquiry would have to be undertaken and that this pro
blem should be given special.consideration when discussing item 5(f) of the Agenda.

31. The proposals in Sections 7 and 8 "Production of selected individual products"
and "Consumption of selected individual materials" were approved as contained in
the Programme. There was some discussion over.the method that, should be used to
collect date on the quantity and value of selected' products, and materials. ;It
was suggested that the appropriate method was1 the use of!:pre'coded lists in those
countries and for those industries where" up-to-date information was available on

e/cn.14/610.
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the major commodities produced and consumed.
In other cases'it might be necessaryxo leave the establishments to indicate the main items they produced or consumed
and supply the relevant data.,

32c
It was stated that one of the principal uses of quantitative data on produc
tion was the compilation of index numbers' of industrial production and that only
about 15 countries in Africa produced such index numbers- It was also suggsted
that information on shipments of selected individual products should be divided

into domestic sales and exports. ' Similarly a proposal was considered to distinguish
materials according to its origin, i.e., locally produced and imported. Whilst the
Seminar agreed that these proposals were of great interest, it was decided after
examining the difficulties, in particular for medium size and small establishments,
that.no priority would be given to them in the Programme for African countries.
Planning and Preparation of Industrial Censuses
Advance

planning

33. In presenting the topics to be considered in the advance planning of indust
rial censuses, the secretariat referred to paragraphs 4? - 105 i" series M.54i Part

III, and paragraphs 121 - 162 in the ECA paper E/CN.14/CAS.8/2/Rev.l.

34.
It was noted that the majority of African countries already possessed legisla
tive provision for the taking of industrial censuses, or could modify existing
laws for this purpose.
However, the seminar felt that, although such legislation
provided the necessary authority for census operations, it was not particularly
important in ensuring the co-operation of respondents. The latter had to be
achieved through the gradual development of understanding between respondents and
the

statistical authorities.

35.
The need for a single government agency to undertake general responsibility
for the census was appreciated, although other ministries and departments might
parMcjpate.
Mention was made of the relatively advantageous position of counbvies with permanent field survey organizations.

36.
It was agreed that the establishment should be regarded as the basic statistic
al unit, but that the collection of data from multi-establishment enterprises would
normally be carried out through their head offices.

37.
Decisions regarding the coverage of industrial censuses involved three con
siderations: (1) the industries to be covered, which were agreed as major divisions
2, 3' and 4 of the ISIC (2) the size of the smallest establishments to be investi
gated and (3) the attainment of reasonably complete geographical coverage.
Arrangements made with respect to (2) and (3) constituted the essential difference
between a census and an annual inquiry.

38. The compilation of a directory of establishments was accepted as an essential
basis for all kinds of industrial inquiry.
For census purposes under African con
ditions, the directory could serve as a means of making contact only with larger'
industrial establishments. This left two other groups of establishments which

had to be accommodated in census plans:
smaller establishments in the principal
industrial areas, and establishments in less industrialized areas. The secretariat

•■
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made tentative proposals for a comprehensive census pi.-in

in the

section of the report dealing with sampling-

' -' L j

and .these were reported.
, . ■.

39»,-With regard "to other international recommendations of an organizational nature
the seminar decided to consider-tabulation .requirements in conjunction..with its
discussion on questionnaire prepara'tioh. ..It noted'the classification-systems
proposed for allocating establishments to branches of industry and those dealing

with-products and materials,

but the agenda did not permit detailed discussion of

this, topic.

.■,.-■■

40.
The,.usefulness of census advisory committees was appreciated in cases where
census operations would require significantly more resources than those employed
in annual incniiries.
With regard to publicity, the" seminar stressed the importance
of making direct contact with chambers of industry and mines and, as far as

possible, individual enterprises and establishments to assure a preliminary under
standing of census aims.

■41.

.

On the cruestion of resources required for census operations and the avail

ability of such resources,

the seminar agreed that the work accomplished in most

countries would depend on a compromise between these two interrelated factors*
It was noted that the census bnriggh h-id several possible tiinctions.
The first
was to negotiate the allocation of additional resources--".needed in co.l-.ieoMn.o; T^nMi—
mark data.
Secondly, if the budget was constructed within the context of a time. table, of' operations,

it

could be used as a means., of ..,-i^idi.offing; when particular

resources would be needed and .of assessing the progress'of the oveiS-al-l.--operation
and its individual components.

•"

■ ;r"

■■■■ <■<,■•-..■■ ■

-

■

'■■'!.>?■;

'

_

,.„...,_.. ..t

42. The seminar observed that the international recommendations did not include a
""basvic ""timetable or flow chart of operations which'.would serv.e as a guideline for

census organization.

■

'

';

:■'■-v. <N-■■"■■■;

■

•■.

'

.../' ,

43Two other questions were then considered, in the. light of-practical experience •
The most important related to delays in data collection'resulting'from-the use of
mailed questionnaires with follow-up operations by mail, telephone and field-visits.
It was noted that both developed and developing countries experienced delays in
collecting industrial data, however there was the difference that in industrialized
countries establishments lists already existed,

whereas' mora direct .-enumeration

procedures had to be used in developing areas,,
44.

The

'

:

'■ 'vm^;

second practical problem arose from the proliferation of questionnaires

sent to industrial establishments by various government agencies.
appeared to be the decentralized development of statistical
African countries,

for budgetary and other reasons,

ordination in data collection activities,.

The cauce

services in many

which resulted in.lack of co

setting-up
in his country of a co-ordinating commission to deal with the" programming of

statistical inquiries,

One participant reported the

and it was suggested that similar arrangements ..would be

desirable throughout the region.

e/cn.14/610
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The industrial, directory

45.
This subject was introduced by the Secretariat and reference was made to
document M54 Part III in which paragraph 108 et seq. covers the directory. At the
request of the participants the paper read to the meeting is reproduced in. the
minutes,

■

.

46.
At the outset that there must "be a nucleus of an industrial directory avail
able in the country which is contemplating an industrial census or enquiry.
If
this is not so it may involve literally months of investigation to compile some
sort of list of establishments and for this telephone directories, records in'the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, records of municipalities or other urban con
glomerations, and other sources will have to be consulted.
47.
The following suggestions are advanced to help in the inevitable process of
bringing the industrial directory up to date before the start of an enquiry.
1.
iiake use of the records of any social security scheme under which,
employers must file details of their employment and earnings so that the employees
are covered for benefits at a^later stage.

2.

iiake use of population census records where a listing of employers was

attempted as part of the census.

3.

If it is permissible,

make use of income tax listings of enterprises.,

4.

IJhere employment enquiries are held make use of the lists of addresses.

5.

If there is a registration scheme for industrial establishments (as is

likely in many countries), use the list of names and addresses.
6.

'.Jhere industrial estates have been developed it is possible to obtain

the names of the establishments in operation on the estates.

7.

Th« municipal authority may be the relevant source for industrial

establishments working within their area of authority.

8.

Telephone directories can be useful as can the records of the telecom

munications authority.

9.

■

The postal authorities may have compiled their own directory to assist

in readdressing mail.

10.

The Ministry of Mines must be consulted for the addresses of mining

enterprises.

- 11^

,

.

.

.

.■

The electricity supply and water authorities-will be the sources of the

addresses of enterprises in these sectors.-

■

12.

A Chamber of Industries would normally have a directory of its members.

48.
These are all potential means of compiling or up-dating lists of enterprises
and although the operation is comparatively simple the work can be very time con
suming and visits will have to be made to authorities in many parts of the country
'to obtain the

information.

e/cn.14/610
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49.
The more censuses or surveys that are held the more accurate should the list
of establishments be,
But there should be a continuous watch on information meiia
to establish when (large) new establishments are starting up so that these call be
added-.to the ■directory.
The normal co-operation'should be established with theresponsible ministries .so that they can advise of new firms added to their own
lists or which have taken out any relevant licences.

50.- Company; registration offices are a source of information and there may be a
system whereby the addresses of new. companies are notified automatically to the
interested ministries, tax authorities etc. The fact that a company has registered
does not itself mean that an establishment is due to start or in fact ever does
start, but a standard enquiry letter to the registered office of the compnay
should help establish the position..

■..

.

51.
Probably one of the best means of obtaining a full listing of all employers
is to conduct a labour survey at.regular intervals.
Ideally this should be run
in conjunction with a population census with enumerators being given the respons
ibility of obtaining a completed questionnaire for each establishment which is an
employer of labour in their enumeration area.
This approach is not yet common in
.African countries but should form part of the future survey enquiry system,

52. It must be stressed that a comprehensive and up-to-date list of employers
forms the ideal frame for many enquiries of an economic character, and such a
directory using fairly simple filing methods should be compiled in statistical
offices as a matter of urgency if one is not already in operation.
53. There is a basic problem where a head office of a large organization is res
ponsible for many types of economic activity.
The fullest information must be
obtained of the various establishments and their individual activities.
For the
industrial directory, those.units would be added which are mainly engaged in
industrial production.

: -

.

54. It must not be forgotten that the Government itself often has industrial enter
prises under its orbit. " Within Government itself there,are printing works,.work
shops for production of items for public works and transport, repair work in
telecommunications and other similar activities.
There are also public enter
prises operating as statutory or parastatal bodies- - some Ministry or other has
responsibility for each of-these statutory bodies- "or'public companies and they
must be consulted for a list of addresses.

55. It is not realistic to consider extending an industrial directory to cover
all businesses producing industrial items on a small scale. It is presumed for
the purpose of the directory that these types of business will be covered in the

census by area sampling,,

56.

ment:

The directory will eventually provide the following data for each establish
(a)

Name and street address

(b)

Mailing address

(c)

The name and address of the head office

E/CN.14/610,
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(d)

The industry code

(e)

The size code (probably based on employment).,

57«
The simplest system for arranging the directory, is to have a master directory
containing all establishmentsT then to have supplementary directories based cn.cize.
industry

58.

and geographical

location,.

For the mail inquiry the units

';c "be covsrod will be tn? largsr ones above a

certain specified size (normally based on numbers engaged)*

The smaller units

could be covered by taking a sampls and attempting first a mail inquiry followed
up by visits

by field enumerators.

.

59o
Field work operations will normally be controlled by the geographical location
directory but whero a head office or.a firm of accountants take responsibility for
' completion of the questionnaires of a number of establishments this must be re
flected in. the .geographical directory.,

.

...

.

.

6O0

The discussion which followed'eentrsd on three main points* hov: to cover
household industries, how to be cei-tain that all establishments of- 5 and over work
on the list and, where use was made of any other type of directory how to ensure
that establishments with mixed operations, say agriculture and manufacturing, were
identified'for the industry directory.
The Secretariat suggested that household
industries.should be covered by area sampling, that checks before or during the
census should be made in selected geographical areas by. field enumerators to try
to establish the extant of'the missing units from the directory> and that for

mixed operation.establishments the knowledge of the ?.ocal industrial scene be used
to identify those units which should be covered for the census™
In cases of doubt
it was better go sond out a questionnaire even though the unit might subsequently
prove to be outside the

industrial- sector.

Preparation of questionnaire
61.

The Seminar had be fort-, it the

specimen questionnaire prepared by the

secretar

ial
It was noted that this questionnaire had been designed to .cove..- large
manufacturing units in a comprehensive inquiry involving field ™urvey techniques.

62.
The attention of tho participant3 '-rae di'-a:;n to the f ac:. that the items of
data included in the specimen questionnaire were based on the proposals for the
1973 World Programmeo

63O -The Seminar recognized that having fixed on a.particular set of objectives,
such.,as .tbs- intorri-r^Lonal proposals adapted to., tr.3 particular cor.dit?.or.s of every
country,

a questionnaire must be devised to translate these ob.j^coives into a. set

of questions addressed to individual establishments,,

It was emphasised that this

translation process war. not always easy for .in many cases the

statistics wanted

had little or no meaning to tho business-man ir. the context of hia usual vocabulary
or his

64*

accounting records-.

It was agreed that the major task in designing an effective questionnaire was

the need to translate basic concepts into the language of the business-man and

:
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breaking, dovm^economically-meaningful .tujt.coraplex aggregates;;ihto' a series of ques
tions, relating to specif icv.items of .data .that-would ^normally appear, in buBiness v
records0 .■

-..'

■ * •

•.

-■.'.

"•■■■■

"■■■..

■..'-'■ '-■'■•:■ i; '

■. :v ■■:■■■■. .

-:■ ■-

'"

■■■

'.'''"'"'

'

65.
The Seminar stressed the importance of ensuring that the problems of the
national 'statistical-offices'; as well "as ■: those of-.;therespondants,';be..taken into
account in designing."the. questionnaire.• -It was. noted thc-t the completed question
naires.must be'checked-and edited, they .nust be.coded and '.he data-obtained'there
in must/be transferred to punch cards or to.other-media for their rearrangement
and tabulation..

66.

.

■

.

■

■

:■

.

The various sections of the.' specimen questionnaires.-were examined by the

participants in detail.-

-,

-

In this, connexion it'was noted that there were some;

changes that could be considered foT the final version of the questionnaire, in
line with .the: suggestions made.during the discussion-of item 4of the-agenda.
In particular, some participants stressed the need to incorporate a question re
garding :the -ownership of the.parent enterprise* The usefulness of distinguishingmaterials.according to their origin (national or imported) as well-as production;
' .whether for the domestic market-or export was also discussed.

'

■:

'

67. ■' It was agreed that one of the possible-formulations, of questions for the re^porting of individual materials,and products consisted in separate sheets of..paperattached, to.:the "general questionnaire with preprinted codes and names appropriate
for leach industry.-- It was noted,- however, that for this purpose information regard
ing the kind .of. materials and products in each industry was required" before :the ■.:■
census-and.-that,-for some countries of the region, this information .was not availsable

at the

statistical office."

.'

.

-

■

.

68. It -was pointed out that the supplementary questionnaire was intended for/two-,
principal :-purposes:/ first, to provide data on the expenditures on.fixed assets,- .
employment.and stocks .of the parent enterprise and secondly, to furnish a complete
list-of .units:-that make up the: enterprise.- It was. recognized/that in view of the eventual-'development .of financial statistics on an enterprise ;basis, the proposed
supplementary questionnaire could be'regarded as a useful starting point.
69.
The Seminar observed that a very important aspect in the designing of ques
tionnaires uas its physical layout or format.
It was agreod that arrangement of
the questions and instructions in appropriate groupings according to a logical
sequence could-go far towards making; ^the-questionnaire self-explanatory to the
respondent'and easy to.process by the.statistical office.
■
-.

-.

70.
The Seminar considered it desirable that different questionnaires be used for
the mining and electricity:activities-.and that a simplified version of the specimen
questionnaire,- limited to the most essential items :of data, should be prepared.for
small establishments;
In ..this . connexion-/ the' EC A secretariat offered to prepare a
specimeri- questionnaire for mining that Would be 'Sent lto participants in the near -.
future.
Regarding the questionnaire for :small establishments, -the Seminar die-,
cussed a short form :that was introduced by the secretariat. l

...

.■■-

-

71.' With regard to the* specimen questionnaire'V some'"participants stated that
although- it hod served a useful -propose, for the ■discussion..and could be considered
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as a guide for the formulation of national questionnaires,

it looked rather com

plex and required adjustments to meet conditions in most African countries.
this purpose in mind,

With-

the Seminar decided to prepare a revised version of the

questionnaire "based on the experience of participants and the circumstances in
their countries*

72*
The Seminar decided to discuss the specimen questionnaire submitted by the
secretariat in i,wo separate working groups.
The working groups studied the
questionnaire

item by item and made useful

suggestions for modifications cJid addi

tions which should make the questionnaire more suitable for African countries.
Ths Seminar, in plenary session, discussed the reports of the working groups and
agreed upon a single version of the questionnaire, which could be considered as

a guideline for the preparation of national questionnaires for the 1973 Programme.

This questionnaire is reproduced at

the end of this report.

Relationship between industrial

.73-

statistics and national

Under Item 5(c) the relationship between industria

accounts was also discussed.

accounts

statistics and national

The Secretariat drew the attention of the partici

pants' to a brief article entitled "Coverage of value added by industrial statistics"
contained in IICA's Statistical Newsletter,
n 45, June 1973In the article, a
comparison between the figures on "Census value added:i and the value added data,
on manufacturing as contained in national accounts, was given for selected years,
for 33 African countries.
It was found that the divergences in a fairly large
number of cases were significant.

In a few cases, these data accounted for only
about one half of the value added estimates in national accounts; while in the
majority of cases, the coverage varied between 60 and 90 per cent.
Still in
several cases, the corresponding national accounting estimates were below the
census value' added data for manufacturing.

While

the discrepancies in some

cases

could be explained away by a lack of co-ordination in these cases between the

national statistical authorities concerned in charge of industrial statistics on
the one hand, and of national accounting estimates on the other hand, and by the
fact that often preliminary national accounting estimates had to be made before
the actual figures from current industrial surveys finally became available, the
problem of data coverage was a real one, especially the coverage of small indust
rial establishments and household handicraft activities, and the problem appears
to warrant

serious consideration in the planning of industrial censuses and

household surveys.

74-

It was explained that the

concepts and definitions used for the

1973 round

of industrial censuses were identical with those of the revised United Nations
System of national Accounts.
To obtain "Census value added", it would be neces

sary to deduct intermediate inputs at purchasers' values (goods consumed and
industrial cervices rendered) from gross output in producers' values as defined

in document Series M, n°54 (Part l)9
added",

national accounts.

duct;

In order to

arrive at

the

contribution to

gross domestic pro

it would be necessary to add "receipts for non-industrial

deduct

75.

It should be noted that the "census value

as defined above is not the same thing as the value added defined in the

"payments for non— industrial services" from,

the

services1' to,

The question of the treatment of rents came up for discussion.

that under the present SNA,

and

:;census value added11.

It was noted

such rents were considered the intermediate consump
tion of the industry paying the rent, but the operating surplus and value added

E/CN.14/010
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of the industry owning and letting these fixed assets (i.e., the real estate
industry in the case of net rent for structures).
It was further noted that in
the SNA.,,, a difference in treatment of rents in respect of land and of structures
and machinery and equipment were considered payments for a commodity-type service
and part of current production and value added of the industry owning and letting
these assets/ while net rent in respect of leased or rented.land was considered
as income from property, this being so on account of the fact that in the SNA
land was cqnsidared as a non reproducible fixed asset and transactions in land
entered into production and capital formation only to.the extent of the transfer
costs involved such as brokers' commissions, cost of legal services and fees for
title searches.
These latter costs represented the production of a commoditytype service and should be recorded in the fixed capital formation of the buyer
and seller of the land in question in the light of the proportion of the transfer
costs which each party bore.

76.
The Seminar further discussed the treatment of payment of interest by in
dustries.
The problem at issue was whether this should be treated as intermediate

consumption or. part of value added of the.industries.
It was noted that in the
present SNA, payments of interest were treated as part of the value added of
industrial enterprises paying the interest. This was implicit in the treatment
accorded to the imputed sewjofi charges of banks and s.imri.lar financial institu- •
tions

in the

SNA.

- Training, of field staff

77-

The question of training of field staff was discussed under item 5(©)»

need for training of enumerations was brought into

focus beeanfea

f5<?lnohcri

The

indus

trial censuses re-visits to a large proportion of establishments had to be oai-j.-ind
out due to, defective field work.
In order to reduce the cost of field work and
improve the accuracy of data obtained, it was considered a "must" that adequate
training of field enumerators be carried out, and this could be done by the con
ducting of training classes, the preparation of detailed instructions and of
pocket manuals, which would contain, amongst other things, a description of the
scope, of the census, excerpts from the lav/ or executive order authorizing the
census,' procedures of field work,

not to.be visited,

a "skip-list" indicating names of establishments

list of questionnaires and other forms used" in the census,

etc.

78.
Curing the discussion, country practices in the training of field staff were
explained by a number of participants.
In some countries of the region, permanent
teams of enumerators-for field survey work, were kept in the central statistical
authority, cjnd. it must be emphasized that, in such a case a special training about
the concepts and definitions of an industrial census would still be required.
In some other countries complete training courses for industrial censuses were

either carried out or were being contemplated.
The seminar was of the opinion
that the question of training of field staff should be given the importance it

■

deserved.

Enumeration methods

79.
It .was. stressed that the work of the enumerator included visits before or
■during the census to urban areas to list those units which were not covered by

.

/■••
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the industrial directory and to selected non-urban areas to attempt to list the

units which could form the basis of the sample..

Fieldworkers would also need

to visit some establishments on the directory to follow-up the mail enquiry.

60
Where larger establishments were involved or where firms of accountants had ^
to'be visited, it was important that the fieldworker should be the type of person
who would be acceptable to a chief accountant and would be able if necessary to
answer all sort.-, of questions about the objects o>: the ce:-.sus and the detail re
quired on the fornu

81.

Fo- the smaller establishments the enumerator would often be required to fill

in the questionnaire 0? putting questions to the owner or manager,

Such persons

might have a limited knowledge of English or French and the fieldworker would
have "bo be conversant with the local la-iguage, and be able .to explain wnat the
questions meant

in-that

language*

8?. ' The completed questionnaires should be checked first during the field work
and immediately after their arrival at the census- office and follow-up action
initiated where forms were incomplete or the data were not consistent.

Some cen

tal p-ocedure would be required to ensure that enumerators presenting completed
forms actually obtained them from the establishment concerned. Periodic checks
would be needed by the supervisory staff talcing the completed questionnaire to
the particular unit.

8^
Fieldworkers should have pocket manuals covering their instructions an* ol^,relevant data, their area(b) of operation should be clearly, indicated by using ■

^v«e scale mips and by providing them with lists of the known establishments in
the area concerned, A pocket manual provided to the enumerator in which to li-t
the basic jnfonnatiou related to each unit visited would be a valuable control
technique.

84. The discussion emphasized some of the basic problems experienced in African
countries. The translation of ths questionnaire into local languages presented
some very real difficulties because of the technical terms used; similarly ..the
quality of the field staff available often made it difficult to find the sort pi
pc-son who would readily obtain, ••^__coro^Tert±on_of the senior staff in ;ae

eotablish.nentsT!^~b3 .visited,

For a full coverage iu an industrial census the

maps of thV "-rui-a?." area? were often out of date*
Use

85

of

sample

surveys

The Seminar discussed the possible uses of sampling in industrial censuses

on"the basis o" the arrangements described in paragraphs 80 - 92 and Annex I of
Series M.54, Part III, and paragraphs 149 » 150 and 203 - 208 of document

E/CN. 14/CAS'. 0/2/Rev = 1.
86

Attention was first drawn to the limited African experience in industrial

•anmling and the consequent need for careful pilot studies before finalising census

olans which incorporated sample techniques. Senondly, it was acknowledged that
many African countries would wish to avoid sampling as far as possible in order
to obtain reasonably complete records of industrial activity, although it might

prove necessary as a means of reducing costSo
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By way "of illustrating the iiecorhmended"prbcedu±^ci tile, 'secretariat described^

a censuB plaii 'which included both' .lieiiB' and"arda eAmpiing.

The principal components

of the plrji rj'c cum-riarisod i;.- tho fell--'fin,;:; paragraph .;.

88. It v/as assumed that the.; census.-.would cover, establishments 'with, five-or ■ more
persons engaged,- except in:- ca;3es,.where a lower.-but-ofl* limit was adopted. The plan

also envisaged coverage-of the'fenfire national geographical area.
The prepsj^ltion"
of a provision,^ directory of establishments served as the preliminary basis for
all

operations-

:

..

.'

■

89.
The directory had two specific functions in the census.
It provided a guide
for geographical delineation of the principal industrial areas and enabled direct '
contact -to be made with establishments above a size limit - posBibily ten or more
persons engaged - for which the directory records could be considered reasonably
complete.
There were then three groups of operations which constituted the census:
(l);.collection of data from the larger establishments listed in the directory
(2) investigation of other establishments in the principal industrial areas and
(3) investigation of other establishments in the remainder of the country.'"
90. , The larger establishments in the first group all had to be covered, with"
initial contact probably being made by mail.
Procedures were explained for deal'-'"
ing with unrecorded larger establishments discovered during the second and third ■"'
groups of .
91.
For other establishments in the principal industrial areas, it was assumed
that complete enumeration would be the normal objective, with the collection of
more detailed information on either an exhaustive or sample basis.
In the case of
the latter, a sample stratified by establishment size and kind of activity would
be required.
Size stratification called for variable sampling fractions, but
this ..was'not recommended with respect to 'kind of 'activity.
The sample design "was'
briefly described in the light of the' assumptions indicated in Annex I of Series

M.54(Hl)»

The keeping of formal accounts by establishments was suggested as a

possible further'basis for stratification.

'

:,

92.

With regard to other establishments in the remainder of the country, area
sampling v/as proposed as the simplest approach,,
Areas with little or, no industrial,
activity would f:_rst need to be delineated and these could safely be excluded from .
the census.
For the remainder a geographical frame was necessary and this'would
normally be based on the enumeration areas used in a recent population census.
These areas then had to be divided into. say: three groups according to level of
industrial activity on the basis of local information Strata sampling fractions
would'be arranged to ensure more intensive investigation of the groups v/ith greater
industrial activity.
Within each selected enumeration area, field'work could
possibly.take the form of a single stage investigation.
'

93*
No specific recbmmendations were made in respect of sample size, but'it was
noted that these- would have to be determined in the "light of the acceptable level
of sampling .error and the resources available for "the inquiry.

94* The comments of the seminar fully reflected the opening remarks of the secre
tariat. It was felt that sampling arrangements should be kept to a ninimum and that

/
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in view of the limited numbers of establishments to be investigated, there was
little justification" for these procedures 'except ■ in the case Of very small units.

95»
Doubts were expressed about the effectiveness of area sampling because of
high intra-class correlations, but it v/as appreciated that the method could be
useful in cases where productive activity was widely dispersed and resources were
not available for comprehensive enumeration of establishments.

96.

It v/as understood that 14 of the African countries represented at the seminar

intended to undertake a comple canvassing of establishments with five or more
persons engaged.

Of these,

two would use

sampling in respect of establishments

below this size limit.
The censuses of an additional six countries might involve
more extensive use of sampling, but only two of these were tentatively considering
area sampling.

97*
In general, participants believed that the construction of directories should
be regarded as the essential preliminary step towards the collection of more de
tailed industrial data.
References were made to many of the sources of informa
tion for compiling lists of establishments which are mentioned earlier in this *
report.
Some participants also indicated the development of industrial registra
tion in conjunction with social security and other schemes.
It was-also generally
appreciated that the reliability of directory information had to be checked
through field operations.
Two participants reported the
collection of informa
tion on establishments during population censuses 1
of results
processing

9Q. Tho Seminar considered, undor thio item cf tto agenda the motiicdn of processing,'
and compiling the results of the industrial, inquiry.
The basic purposes and the
various steps involved in the different pre-publication operations, such as edit
ing, coding and compilation and publication of tables as well as the main alter
natives for accomplishing the various tasks,, citing their advantages and dis
advantages under varying circumstances, were- examined at some length.

99. Participants exchanged views and experiences in dealing with the processing
of results. In general, it was thought that countries were using the methods
described in document M.54 (Part III) in their current inquiries and planned to
continue using them' for the processing of results-of the 1973 inquiries.
100. The treatment ef non-response cases in industrial inquiries was examined at

some length.

Treatment in countries of;'the

region'varied, depending mainly on-

the information available for estimation. In some cases, methods of imputation
were followed, utilising ratios, regression estimates, average changes based on
units in the same industry and size, actual data from previous reports, etc.
Some countries preferred not to make estimates for-the non-respondents, leaving

the option "to the users of the data.

However, it was generally felt that, by and

large, the method of imputation was acceptable and that it would be useful to
indicate in the final results, the extent of non~z*esponse and the methods of im

putation followed; .

-

-
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101• As regards coding it"was stressed that, during the design of the questionnaire,
special care should be taken to ensure that questions were adequately precoded to
the maximum extent possible, in order .to reduce the amount of coding by the statis
tical office in respect of those items which refer
to the description and
identification of the statistical units.
102° The Seminar was gratified to note that an increasing number of countries of
the region which planned to participate in the 1973 I.'orld Programme, would "be' using
electronic computers for processing the results of the inquiries.
Such machines
performed calculations rapidly and had the capacity to store information for
later use, so they offered considerable scope for accelerating the release of the
results as well as for providing the variety of tabulations that would be required.
103*. The Seminar acknowledged that the majority of countries which planned to
participate in the 1973 World Programme were those planning or taking at present
population censuses.
It was recognized that this fact offered, an opportunity for
initial contacts with available electronic data processing experts regarding the
tabulation plan ■."'of the industrial inquiry.
It was also mentioned that there was
an excellent oppnrfcnn-i-tj for purposes of selecting personnel for the industrial
inquiry operation from the best qualified rorsnnrmT. who hnd been engaged in the
;-"l'"1 nxi on

.

r.ensus.

Publication

- 1C4. This subject, is covered in document M.54..Part III, from page 75 and from tv.vgraph 216* The information collected and analysed'during an industrial census is
of particular use to the Ministry of Industry and bodies dealing with jnr?n(?-iu-i.il
development, it has a great value to. national account's and it can be used-as a
basis for compelling an index of indushvJaivprodnchion. : The- pub! i nhorf report can
be of assistance to potential investors both'- in xdjeirti'fying pb^nible new ventures
and as a means of preventing wasteful competition.

105. The need to preserve confidentiality from the individual returns was stressed
in the discussions and as a guide it was indicated that no information should be
published for fewer than three establishments in any of the cells used in the
report.-,
If. there were one giant concern in a group of three it :might be necessary
'to combine this group with another to preserve the
related to this particular concern.

disclosure of the■results-

106e Once tabulations were available these must...be scrutinized carefully by the
statistician in
presentative of
had to be talcen
and to indicate

charge of the census to -ensure the results were reasonably re
the industrial scene in the country concerned.' Particular care
of the grossed-up results from a sample of small establishments
the sampling error.

107" It was evident from, the discussion,

which centred mainly on the need to

preserve confidentiality, that practices varied among the individual countries of
Africa^
All countries, when presenting the general results of a survey or census

in a published report, were able to maintain the guarantee of confidentiality
given on to the respondents, but a number of countries indicated that they were
able to disclose information from the .individual returns to other Government
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■

.Departments and.Research Institutes provided;this was^authorized by the Director
of the Statistical Office. Howeyerj. every mean3. was taken such as the swearing
of an oath under the relevant.Act, to. ensure.that such users preserved the con
fidential aspect 0/ the information in their.own*publications.

108. It arose from the discussion that .countries were.often able to produce a

directory for publication from the industrial census which gave the names and
addresses of the various units and provided a. list :of the .main products manufac
tured. In some instances the^numbers ,in- employment .(could also be shown,
Suoh
directories, would naturally, be very, useful-in :all African countries.
Miscellaneous
■■.

.

■".'■'.-".

".-"■

''..■'.

<

109. The representative of the United Nations. Statistical Office informed the
Seminar on the various inquiries being co.nducted.by ■ the Industrial'Statistics
Section at the United Nations Headquarters and described the aims- data-collection
methods and the publications that contained, the results of the inquiries on general

industrial statistics,- production of selected commodities and indexes of industrial
production and employment. 'He thanked the participants for their co-operation and
expressed the hope that African countries would in future be mere widely represent
ed in publications giving the results of these inquiries.

110. The representative of OCAM briefed the Seminar on progress in the implementa
tion of the Accounting^Plan of OCAM (i.e., the "Plan Compatible") in some African
countries...

He stated that five French-speaking countries of the region had

already started implementing the system.-

It was stated that the annual compila

tion- by enterprises (i.ndustr:Ul, commercial and agricultural) of the-3 stande.rd

tables of the system, namely, (i) results of main operations ("tableau des soldes
caracteristiques de gestion"), (ii) evolution' of the balance sheet accounts ■

("tableau de passage aux soldesdes comptes- patrimoniaux::) and (iiij the balance
sheet ("bilan:!), together with 2 annexes, namely, fiscal as well as statistical,

would; go a long.way:to supply data needed;from annual industrial surveys.

i. .It .was- pointed- out that more'needed to be learned about the implementation
of the OCAi;:system.of business accounting at the'level of enterprises in the 5countries referred to in the above paragraph. "Further study of the Accounting
plan would be needed to ensure its consistency in concept* definitions and^terminology with the revised SNA. The Seminar was of the opinion that the subject should

be discussed in.greater detail at the proposed Workshop on Income and Financial
Transactions of Enterprises, which would take 'place in the region in 1974, if

problems of:its financing could be resolved, with the-view to - formulating .intera-Lia. a systemof business accounting for adoption-by countries of the regiolaV '
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Rstsd etpwitj or .11 g.n.r.tor.

Tot effic. us.

past t - electrigitt

17-

ELECraiCITT RTHCHASED, PBOWCED UTD SOLD DUHUo (inquiry „„)

Quantltj

Cost of alsotriolty purchased,

Tot offlo* u.*

-»1. pries fop .Isotrioity .old

■■

El«trloit/

(Kllomtt hours)
—

(Kiloimtt houn}
o.

El«otrioitj .old

hours)

for offio. u*.

part vi - stock

8.

«WE 07 ALL STOCKS HELD BI THE ESTABUSHWIT
Mt,

of

th#

^

Vslu* on 1 January

(inquiry ysar)

».

M.t.ri.1., 0o«pon.nM, oontsiwrs, fu.l. and .uppli,

b.\

Work in projr»»»

■

.

■

o.

Fini.hsd good, produosd

:s- r::rr.T:.:!:™<••• l""*«"""»).
--—..
Inolud. .11 typ., of co»»diti., u.^ hr™—<—
th
' *~>
"' l"*

Kind of uttri.l
otaponant or supply

C«liT«r.<l oost at purohaas

prio., inoludin* aiols. tun and

dull., and tr»n.port and Mnlo^ln.

chugss, vita dsduotlon for
r»b«t. and discount..

» list of Important oonoditlss
^nd/or oo^dit, ola..,. (tog.th.r with

tnslr oods.) .ppropriat. to iiol,
Dduatrj

"ot*l

W1TKB PUKHlSn) DOBIW (inl)uiry
••

Co»t of »tu [""hind

b-

4ua'tltr of ntir ouroh

'or offio.
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21.

TOEiS HECEJVO> UOHljra (inquiry yaar)

• la uaad a« Mtarial*.

Includ. fu.la rm.i.^ fro- oth.r aatahli«b«anta of

BwaiTad by tha aatabll.taant during (inquiry yaar)

At purcbaa* prioa, including

tun sod dutirt *od tranaport and

unloading ohargaa, nith daduotion*
for rebat* aod diaoounta.

A Hat of important fuala
ud

their appropriate

[Th« unit» in oliioh th»

quantity of •■oh li«t«l

to b« raportad)

22

DEUvmH, COST Or ALL 000B3 KECEIVED HI THE ESTAMaHWH

23.

COST OP COMPACT AD COHXISSJOI VOHK DOSE BI 0TSS3

yaar) TEAT ARE TO EB 30LD II SJJCE COKDITIOB AS R1CE1VED.

MATiHUlS.

OP BEPAIS AW KAlKTDIASCE SERVICES PR0TI5H. FT 0THEK3 WHIM (in<tuiry

25.

PATWJTS POR I0»-inU3TRllL SERVICES ttlHITO (inquiry J»ax
(including p^enta for •d*«rll«-f, woounting, io-ur.noa
legal and aiallax ••moaa)

PART V1I1 - SAL13 1JTD SECEIPTS

26.

OCCDS 30LD D0R1M (lnQuiry y»ar) {■•• instruction*)
Inoluda all good, sad* or by-produot. or production .«t. .old fro. tb« ••

It of aal.a,
Mbllahaant durlag (inouirj yaax), nhath.r abipp*d aa a r.au
.
If any important product, or claaa*. c t produota ara

other tranaactiom
o^n^^ntr tr«»f.r. to otb.r ..t.bli.hwnt. of th. .a.. ««•nM-*-* « rroa
the Coaaodlty Cla.aification
bS* liJwd b.U, "if >n thair «... u^ng tb. ■pw.ifw.tio- ud eodw

Kanual.

Sales during (inquiry y.ax)
(EMtar tb. aotual .al*. valu*
Unit

Couodity

4iantlty

■i-«atabliihaant,

n.t of rabat*.

Por offic* ua*

paid, or aubaidiaa rac.i**d)

A 11.t of inportMit ppoduot. and/or

product olaa.a. (tog«tb«r irith th.lr

oodaa) appropri.ta to .aoh induatry-

(Th* unit, in vbloh th.
quantity of *aoh liat«d

eoaaodity i. to b. raportad)

Total

27-

3AL13 VALUE

EI-E3TABU3HKUrr, OP ALL 000D3 SOLE

DUHIM (inquiry y.ar) IB 1HE SAKE COIDITIOI AS RKttVKD

a

CrdiMjily told in aaa. ooodition a. rw>*iT*d

b.

StlN of r»« Mtariala and oOBpon.nt. uaually oonauasd by tb.
H.tabli.bB.nt

28.

OTHER RECEIPTS DUHIW (inquiry y.ar)
Rmi.ipt. during (inquiry yau)
B

a.

Vork don* for oth.r. on thair sat.rlal.

o.

B«p«r work don. for oth.r*

o.

Installation iork don. for oth.r.

d.

RiMirch and d.¥.lop».nt »ork doo. for oth.r.

a.

Hao.ipt* for non-indu.trial ..rrioaa (rant, for tta«

f.

Total

u.« of ■*chinary,.quipB*nt, non-r*»ld.ntial buildings.)

Por offioa ua.

s/or. 14/610
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P1HT IX - 1MUHECT TUCS3
OTHEH INDIRECT TUB

f"1"*1* »noo»« or profit taxaa, liosn*. f**a and tb. lik..
lnolml* only lndir»ot tun,

30.

auoh aa

SWBS1DJE3 RECEIVED D0H1KJ (inqulr/ 7Mr)

EWEHJI7UREJ TOH AJTO 3ALEJ OF

Ooodt axpaotad
to laat oaa yaar
ead

to

oapital account

Tot«l oo»t (inoludln^

purobaa* prtoa, tail*
■nd dutiH, d«liT*r/
and in» l»l»tion
ob«re«)

of

Msata fd«li».red

Total

ooat of

altaration*,
ranOTationa and
liproiaianti don

by oxbari during
jaar)

duriaj (ioqulrj /«mr)

and ■aintotianot)
inoluda onlj
ehargoa

to

oapital acoount)

Tom oo*t of work don* on own
acoount during (in<tulry y»ar)

(01y« the ooat of labour and

raw aateriala conaua*d or th«

Hdi to oapital acoount
during (inouiry y.ar)

Hacaipta

(inquiry yaar)

of fnad aaaata
Itat nora hald

by th* aatabllab■*nt
om

, otba
bom true ti on
and land

lBoroveawnti

Signatura

for

aaloa or
trantfora during

for

ita

E/O.U/618
SOTPLETEIfTiHT

Paga 24

u

-m- to

is to n cocleto if tot

3^s^t»?iHsS^:5S^»:^

for a naw plant) etc?)

Taa

Plant, that -ere not in operation aa of 31
Total oont of »ork dona on own »coount dui

prloa,
Total ooiit (including
and duti.e, delivery and indtallatlon
to

Uit

or

long»rt

on»

T«»r
or

oh»rg»d

to

e«pit«l

«eoount

ing (inquiry y««r)

(Gixa tha cost of labour »nd raw natariali
conmiaad or tba oaarga »ada to ecpltsl

ohargaa) of filed asaetB delivered during
inquiry year)

Oooda axpaatad

Por

offloa

uaa

■eoountad during (inquiry i»»r))

Old

Hi*

(Sot u.ad before In

(U>*d bafor* In thi*

)

thia country)
"5"

».

Machinery,
»nd

b.

Tor

otkor

trnnnport
•quip«ent

Buildinga and iiprovasaii-.a to land

offlo*

ua*

Inoludlng thu v«lu« of «ny Itind puroh»«»d.

located

an"»er»d "/••" to quontlons 11 and U above.

r)■

This

r
M.

?,Yim* exp.n-litur.^ould al.o be ..par.t.ly r.por 1 by, « "^"^ *™t. for aa. b, your -ai» offic. or for ua. by any non-1 nduntrial

Total oo«t of work don«
Coodn

Total 0O«t (lnoludlng

axra

to

lant

ona

or

lot>gart

puroli»c« prioa, taxaa
and dutlar, dalivary

y

or

and

installation

oh»rg»a) of fiiad
•naatx deliTarad dur

ing (inquiry yaar)

Old

(Unad bafora
thii

b.

Total

dona

by ottian

on

ovn account during

(inquiry ya»r)
(01t» tb*

oont

of labour

and satarlala oonauaad
or

tb« oharga ««da to

capital

sooounts dur

ing (inquiry yaar)

(Rjoluia ropair
and

3alnt*n»noai

includa only
ohargaa to

pro»«a»ntr to la

• valua of any land purohanad or Bold

(70)

or

during (inquiry

Bulldlngn anA la

Idantlfloatlon

ooat

altaratlODB,
ranoratlona and

iltaratlon

ranovation
and

Haoalpta

for

ahlpmants

or

tranafara dur

ing (inquiry
yaar) of
that

vara

hald by tba
aatabllnhmant
for

ltn

ovn a

3).

TilDE Or ALL STOCKS OP TEE OTESFBISK

a.

tat.rlal., ooapon.nt., oontaln.ra, fu.l. and mppli.a.

b.

flood. ordinarily .old In th. .u. oonditloB 4.

HtwlA onwl by .nt.rprl.., no Mttw rh.r* bald. 1

—.

(Igojud

llnolud. all good, in production but not r.adj for

th*

.a'■

Atatwr .ncag*l during p»j p.riod uunt

illoimne.., p«ld during (inijuiry ,.«■) toi
*

'

&J>lo,«-. contribution, to .ooli ln.ur^o. ,ob,m during {inQuir, ,.„)

.. you inoludi tb. ..plo,.-,nt of «, o.ntr., ««,illMy unit, -itb tb. -in offio. -pUr-nt,
If Vw" plMi. dMorib* ..eh .uob ■millur uwt.

Wtr.bou..

produotion of gu,

or itiui transportation
■bol.aal. or r.tall

mr.houa., .to.)

trad.,
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